
Sandakphu Trek
-A spectacular view of the mighty Sleeping Buddha...

Best Time - Mid March to May &
October to January

Sandakphu, a town in the state of West Bengal is well known for its

elevation which is the highest in the state. This is famous among

trekkers all over India, as this offers a wide panoramic view of the

Himalayas. When we talk about Sandakphu, the discussion is

incomplete without mentioning the majestic views of the Sleeping

Buddha.

Apart from all five peaks of the Sleeping Buddha, Mt.

Kanchenjunga, Mt. Everest, Mt. Lhotse, and Mt. Makalu are visibly

sparkling spectacularly in the golden hue at sunrise. The trail to

Sandakphu passes through the dense rhododendron forests which

turn into a piece of fairyland during the spring season when the

different types of flowers bloom into their best colors.



Day-1: NJP to Manebhanjan

As soon as you reach NJP and meet with our trek leader/guide, we

start moving towards Manebhanjan after a quick introduction of the

fellow trekkers. Drive to Manebhanjan is covered within 4-5 hours.

Manebhanjan is a small town situated in the Darjeeling Sadar sub-

division. It is the gateway to Singalila National Park which is 28Km

away from Darjeeling. Manebhanjan is located on the border of

India and Nepal at an altitude of 7,054 ft. In Nepali, Mane means

Buddhist Stupas and Bhanjayang stands for Junction, thus

Manebhanjan means Junction of Stupas. This is the place where the

trek begins. After having dinner we sleep early just to get up early

and have a splendid view of the town.

Day-2: Manebhanjan to Tumling

After having some nourishing breakfast, we start our trek to

Sandakphu as early as possible. After some steps, you will come

across rocky paths with muddy patches and few walks through the

meadow as well. These trails are a bit adventurous and during the

peak winter season, you can even find snow trails here. Almost at the

end of the walk, you will reach a mountainous meadow where the

Tonglu peak of the Singalila range can be seen clearly. If you are

lucky enough then you can also spot some Red Pandas out there. This

trail passes through some beautiful villages, forests, and Buddhist

monasteries which will give you the peaceful vibe of the locals and

their cultures. After trekking for around 30 more minutes you will

reach the campsite of the day. Soon after having dinner, head back

to your rooms for a peaceful sleep to regain the lost energy.



Day-3: Tumling to Kalipokhri

Another beautiful day starts with the mesmerizing view of the mighty

Kanchenjunga when the early morning sun throws its rays on it.

Today's trek is around 13Km long and can take 6-7 hours to cover up

the distance or maybe more depending on your speed. The trail till

Kalipokhri is full of ups and downs. You will get a steep ascent for an

hour and then a quick descend. After a short break, we again start

our trek. From here you will find steep descend till the border check

post of Gairibas, which brings your foot back onto the land of India.

After some more time, we stop at Kaiyakata for lunch. 

Right after the healthy lunch, we start our trek to our campsite. The

trail is moderately elevated and after around 2.5 hours we reach the

village of Kalipokhri. 

Day-4: Kalipokhri to Sandakphu

Try to wake up as early as possible, and get to the lake and witness

the most beautiful sunrise. Soon after breakfast, we start our trek

through the beautiful trails. Today's trek to Sandakphu will bring you

to the highest point of this entire trek. You will start from an elevation

of 9875 feet and reach 11929 feet above sea level. After climbing

continuously for around 2 KM, reach the place called Beekaybhanjan

and stop here to take a break.

After a quick break, restart your trek slowly because the steep ascent

increases gradually as you approach closer to the peak.  The final

push to the summit is quite tough as the trail is a zig-zag pattern and

is also steep enough. Once you make it to the summit all your

tiredness and struggles will fade away by having a view of the four

highest mountain peaks of the world - Mt. Everest, Mt.Lhotse, Mt.

Makalu, and Mt. Chomo Lonzo.



Day-5: Sandakphu to Gurdrum

Today after having delicious breakfast and bidding final adieu to the

sleeping Buddha we descend down to Gurdum. Trek to Gurdum is

10Km long and takes around 5-6 hours to cover the entire trail.

Although this day can be quite saddening as this beautiful trek comes

to an end slowly but you can never miss out on today's trek as the trail

has a lot to offer to its trekkers. The entire trail is covered with snow

and rhododendron forests, oak trees. The trail also passes through

the dense forest which has a magnificent view of the mountains

through them. Today we stay at Gurdum, spend a lazy evening, have

dinner and get back to our rooms and spend a really good night.

Day-6: Gurdrum to Srikhola and drop to NJP

Today morning, post breakfast, you will descend to Srikhola

meandering through a dense jungle that also holds magnetizing

views of the mountains. Trek to Srikhola is 6Kms long, although it is an

easy trek, at some places the trail can get a bit rough. On reaching

Srikhola, take a bit of rest, have some lunch, and board your cab

waiting for you to drop you back to NJP. We bid adieu to our

teammates with heavy hearts and make sure that the bond created

within the last few days lasts longer.



THINGS TO CARRY

Torch/ Headlamp
Trekking Shoes
Rucksack of at least 50ltrs
A small backpack
Personal Medical Kit
Poncho/ Raincoat
Valid ID Cards (ADHAAR CARD or  VOTER CARD or DRIVING
LICENSE)
1 Passport photograph
Thermal Jacket
Mask and Sanitizer
2 Trek Pants
3 pair of woolen socks
Down Jacket
Polarized Sunglass
Waterproof hand gloves
COVID negative report (Mandatory)
Woolen cap
Muffler/ Stole
Sunscreen, Towel, Water Bottle
Diamox 
Soaps, Toilet Papers
Printed Medical Certificate and Declaration form issued by The
Happy Trekkers

 


